Wild & Free Applique with Pat Sloan
Supply List
What fabric should I bring?
I'm really hoping that you bring fabric
you love!
I'd like you to bring a large selection of
fabric to choose from, don't be frugal
here! Get out a BIG laundry basket
and fill it up with fabric options. The
first thing we'll do in the workshop is a
color study, which is really fun! You
need a selection of fabrics to play with
for this to be as fun as possible.
Bring lots...and lots of fabric to pick
from. Did I mention bring lots of fabric
yet??? If you like bright fabric... bring
it, if you like pastels...bring it...purple?
Green? Bring it!
CHECK MY Workshop page for
photos!
Go to http://goo.gl/5QfSRV Look at all
the different ways you can make this
quilt... you don't have to make it just
like mine!

What Applique technique can I use?
This workshop does require a sewing machine for sewing the background of your quilt.
Most of the class time is spent working on background selection and fabric choices for the
applique. You won't do much applique in class. The focus is to build the top.
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Wild & Free Applique with Pat Sloan
Supply List - page 2
Fabric – Finished Size – 38" x 45"
Pattern is included for the project
Fabric Supplies
I want you to make a quilt all your own. Think medium and large prints, think toile, stripes, plaids,
dots, etc... Bring what you LOVE as I want you to make a quilt that is YOU not me!
Bring fabric that is NOT cream or beige or tan.
Bring MORE choices than listed, you will be much happier if you do.
 Background Fabric
 Bring a wide selection of prints to use in the backgrounds. This is where a laundry basket
or a box works great.
 Bring colors you love and look at my website to see the backgrounds other have done.
 Stripes, florals, themed fabric... try to avoid the regular backgrounds and go for other
fabrics you love.
 FQ is fine for some. But you also need some fabric that is width of fabric, but don't worry,
I'll show you how to make it work!.
 Since some of you want a 'number' of pieces, please bring at least 20 differerent fabric
choices, but more is WAY better (see the backgrounds on my blog)
 Bring a selection of accent fabrics. For strips and spacers. Bring as much selection as you
can.
 Appliqué Fabric
 FQs to 1/2 yd pieces for flowers, leaves, baskets, beeskep..etc. Bring as much as you
can. You will use these to audition.
The Rest
 Sewing machine remember your foot pedal :)
 Scissors for paper and fabric
 rotary cutter, ruler and mat, regular sewing kit.
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